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Abstract
Events and states have gained importance in
NLP and information retrieval for being seman-
tically rich temporal and spatial information
indicators. Event causality helps us identify
which events are necessary for another event
to occur. The cause-effect event pairs can be
relevant for multiple NLP tasks like question
answering, summarization, etc. Multiple ef-
forts have been made to identify causal events
in documents but very little work has been done
in this field in the Hindi language. We create
an annotated corpus for detecting and classify-
ing causal event relations on top of the Hindi
Timebank (Goel et al., 2020), the ‘Hindi Causal
Timebank’ (Hindi CTB). We introduce seman-
tic causal relations like Purpose, Reason, and
Enablement inspired from Bejan and Harabagiu
(2008)’s annotation scheme and add some spe-
cial cases particular to Hindi language.

1 Introduction

Events and the relations between events form an
important part of textual and verbal communication.
A Dynamic event (or event, by TimeML Guidelines
(Saurí et al., 2006)) as defined by Goel et al. (2020)
is a cover term for situations that happen, occur,
hold, or take place. Stative events (or States) are
the predicates describing states or circumstances
in which something obtains or holds. Detecting
events, states, temporal expressions, and their rela-
tions provides a rich source of information and rep-
resents real-world information in the text. Causal
relations between events is a comparatively recent
task that detects the presence of causality between
two events- In other words, detecting whether an
event needs to occur for another event to take place
or if an event ‘causes’ another event. Event causal-
ity plays a significant role in NLP applications.
Question Answering, Summarization, Information
Extraction, and Knowledge graphs are some of the
many downstream tasks that can be solved better
with the help of causality.

Figure 1: Examples of causality. Sentence 1 shows
causality but Sentence 2 does not.

We extend the idea of event causality to the Hindi
language by building upon the initial seed dataset
of events and states (Goel et al., 2020) and annotate
causal event and state relations in an augmented
dataset of 1,000 Hindi news articles. We mark the
causal event pairs and classify them into different
relation types. We provide a comprehensive set
of guidelines for identifying and classifying event
relations based on the previous work (Bejan and
Harabagiu, 2008). To our knowledge, this is the
first work in the field of event causality in the Hindi
language.

Event causality is a difficult task as causality is a
psychological concept. It involves a lot of implicit
connotations and real world context. One cannot
simply look at the structure of a sentence and de-
termine whether causality exists or not. For exam-
ple, in figure 1 the two sentences follow the same
structure, have two events but only one sentence ex-
hibits causality. The second sentence simply shows
a temporal relationship. This is because in the first
sentence, the real world context tells us that a thief
would probably want to stay away from the police
and hence the first event of seeing the police would
have caused the second event of running away to
occur. Thus, manually identifying causal relations
by two annotators can vary as they might not share
the same real world context as they have different
experiences. Therefore, while creating this dataset,
multiple annotators annotated the data and we only
marked the causal relations where majority of the
annotators agreed upon the existence of causality



between two events.
The paper is divided into the following sections;

Section 2 talks about the previous work and gives
brief overview of the existing datasets with an-
notated causal event relations. We introduce the
dataset and present the annotation guidelines in
Section 3. In Section 4, we conduct baseline ex-
periments on our dataset, which is followed by
conclusion in Section 5.

2 Related Work

The first work on events dates back to 1978 (Moure-
latos, 1978). Ever since, there have been multiple
datasets with events and event extraction guidelines.
The TimeML annotation guidelines in 2004 (Saurí
et al., 2006) introduced a rule-based approach for
the event and state extraction. The existing large-
scale datasets are all in the English Language. Fol-
lowing are some of the widely used datasets for
event causality based on news events. :

1. EventStoryLine (ESC)(Caselli and Vossen,
2017): This dataset has both explicit and im-
plicit causal relations marked for the Event
Coreference Bank+ (ECB+) (Cybulska and
Vossen, 2014) and supports both intra- and
inter sentence causal relations. Both temporal
and causal relations are marked in this dataset
and a total of 2,265 causal relations are iden-
tified. These causal relations are categorised
broadly into three categories out of which two
categories are implicit causal relations that
further have sub categories and the explicit
causal relations look for markers like ’cause’
and ’caused by’ to assign them that label.

2. Causal TimeBank (CTB) (Mirza et al., 2014)
Another widely used dataset, CTB identifies
a total of 318 Causal Links and 117 Causal
Signals from the TempEval-3 dataset (UzZa-
man et al., 2013). The Causal signals help
identifying the relations explicitly. The causal
links are divided into three categories: Cause,
Prevent and Enable.

3. Causal News Corpus (CNC) (Tan et al.,
2022a) This is an annotated news corpus with
1,957 causal and 1,602 non causal events. It
uses five tests of causality to classify relations
as causal or not. The causal relations are fur-
ther classified as Purpose, Cause, Condition
and Negative Condition based on linguistic
cues present in the test.

4. Penn Discourse Tree Bank (PDTB) (Prasad
et al., 2008): Causal relations are one of the
many discourse relations. It does not take into
account all the possible causal relations as it
ignores the possibility of intra clausal causal
relations. (Tan et al., 2022b)

Since English and Hindi are typographically and se-
mantically dissimilar languages, we cannot directly
use the annotation guidelines from these datasets
or translate them to Hindi to create a Hindi lan-
guage dataset. There have been attempts to create
event extraction models in Hindi (Ahmad et al.,
2020; Kuila et al., 2018), but there hasn’t been any
significant work in ECI for this language.

3 Hindi Causal Timebank

We build the Hindi Causal TimeBank (HindiCTB)
on top of the Hindi TimeBank by annotating causal
relations between events. The further sub-sections
talk about the annotation guidelines for the same.

3.1 Background

Goel et al. (2020) divides events into five cate-
gories; Perception, Aspectual, Reporting, I_Action,
and Occurrence and states into Descriptors and
Declarative states. This is in accordance with the
TimeML annotation guidelines. Along with this,
Time expressions of Time, Date, Duration, and Set
have been identified. Furthermore, temporal rela-
tions are annotated according to the TimeML anno-
tations (Saurí et al., 2006). We extend the dataset
and add causal relations. These relations adapt to
the guidelines provided by Bejan and Harabagiu
(2008) in the Hindi language. The different types
of relations are elaborated in further sections.

3.2 Causal Relations

A causality relationship exists between two events,
if one event causes another event to take place.
Based on their temporality and type of cause,
causal relations can be defined in various ways.
Based on our definition of events and states, causal
relations can occur between two events or an event
and a state. For example1:

kevala pAsa hue CAwra hI
ONLY PASS IS STUDENTS WILL

aMwima parIkSA meM bETeMge
FINAL EXAM IN APPEARED

1All examples are written in the WX notation (Bharati
et al., 2002)



Here pAsa hue is a state whereas bETeMge is an
event.
We propose the following types of Causal relation
for the Hindi Language:

1. REASON If event E2 is the direct consequence
of event E1, they have a REASON causal rela-
tion. When multiple reason events cause one
consequence event, this relation is applied re-
cursively. Discourse markers like {ke kArana,
-ne para, kI vajaha se} often occur between
events connected by the REASON relation. For
example:

pEse xene se inkAra karne
MONEY GIVING ON DENYING IS

para coro ne rAma ko mArA
ON THIEVES THE RAM BEAT

2. PURPOSE: Event E1 is said to be the PURPOSE
of event E2 if the intention of event E1 is to
achieve a goal event E2. E1 must necessarily
occur before E2 for this relation to exist. In
multiple cases, the presence of the signal word
between two consecutive events in the same
sentence implies the existence of a PURPOSE
relation between the two events. Discourse
markers like {ke liye} often occur between
events connected by the PURPOSE relation. For
example:

avnI ne nAcane ke liye jUwe
AVNI DID DANCE FOR SHOES

uwAre.
REMOVED

3. ENABLEMENT: When the occurence of event
E1 is necessary for an event E2 to happen
such that E1 does not directly cause E2, the
relation between the two events is that of
ENABLEMENT. If three events may be related
to one another, A enables B, and A enables C
does not imply that B enables C. For example:

rAma ne pulIsa ko xeKkara
RAM DID POLICE TO AFTER SEEING

rAswA baxlA Ora ravAnA ho gayA
PATH CHANGED AND WENT AWAY

We see that A(xeKkara) enables both B(rAswA
baxlA) and C(ravAnA ho gayA), but there is no
causal relations between B and C. However, a
temporal relation still exists.

3.3 Other Discourse Relations

1. SUBEVENT: SUBEVENT is similar to the SUB-
FRAME relation from FrameNet (Baker et al.,
1998). It holds between an event A that is part
of a composite event B. A composite event
can have multiple subevents, and a subevent
can be a composite event for other events.
The hierarchy of events resulting from using
the SUBEVENT relation can encode complex
semantic and temporal structures.

2. RELATED: RELATED refers to events between
which there is a weak connection. These rela-
tions are very infrequent. For example, there’s
a RELATED relation between event A and event
B if event A is a probable cause of event B, but
the causality cannot be ensured. A RELATED
relation can also exist between events if one
is an irrelevant elaboration of the other event.

3.4 Special Causality

We define causality for some special cases as fol-
lows

• Possible events: Some events have a possi-
bility of occurring in the future or they could
have happened in the past. The most com-
mon way of detecting such cases is the use of
agara-wo and yaxi-wo markers which trans-
lates to if-then markers in English. According
to our definition of causality, we mark the
causal relation between the possibly occur-
ring events considering that the events do take
place. An example of REASON relation, in this
case, would be:

agara krUda oIla saswA hogA
IF CRUDE OIL CHEAP(ER) WILL HAPPEN

wo mahaMgAI Wamne kI
THEN INFLATION STOP OF

saMBAvanA baDegI
CHANCES WILL INCREASE

• Negative events: Events that do not occur
also play a role in causality. An event that
does not occur might still lead to another event.
In such cases, we mark the causal relation
that would exist had the event occurred. Non-
occurring events are generally accompanied
by the negation word nahIM in their Verb or
Noun phrase. For example, the following sen-
tence will have a PURPOSE relation.



yaSa ne KAnA KAne ke liye
YASH DID FOOD TO EAT FOR

hAWa nahIM Xoye.
HANDS NOT WASHED

3.5 Dataset Statistics

We use the same dataset as the base corpus as (Goel
et al., 2020). It contains a total of 1000 news ar-
ticles in the Hindi language. There are 292,517
tokens, 25,829 events, and 3,516 states. The corpus
already has TLINKs or temporal relations marked
which are 6069 in number. We have marked causal
event relations in about 582 files which contain
14,739 events and 1,918 states. A total of 2,210
causal event relations pairs are manually annotated
2 as per the definitions stated in the above sections.
Each pair contains the first event, ‘E1’, and the
second event, ‘E2’ related by a causal relation type.
Table 1 contains the distribution of the causal rela-
tions in the corpus.

Tag Frequency
Subevent 122
Reason 815
Purpose 583

Enablement 533
Related 157
Total 2210

Table 1: Distribution of causal event relations according
to the various tags

It is also evident from Table 2 that our dataset
has similar number of annotated relations when
compared to other benchmark datasets

Dataset Number of Relations
Hindi CTB (Our) 2,210
EventStoryLine (Caselli and Vossen, 2017) 2,265
Causal TimeBank (Mirza et al., 2014) 318
Causal News Corpus (Tan et al., 2022a) 1,957

Table 2: Comparison of number of relations for different
benchmark datasets

4 Baseline Experiments

We conduct Causality Identification for our dataset.
In this task we aim to identify whether a sentence
with annotated events has causality or not. The

2https://anonymous.4open.science/r/
HindiCTB-03F2

Dataset Precision Recall F1
Hindi CTB (Ours) 88.99 55.52 68.38
Hindi CNC 85.36 72.09 78l.16

Table 3: Results on different dataset when run on XLM-
Roberta Model with Adapters

input to both models is a sentence with mark-
ers of <ARG0> and <ARG1> around tokens of
the first and the second event respectively. The
input is of the form: tok1tok2...tok(k − 1) <
ARG0 > tokk...tok(k + l) < /ARG0 >
tok(k + l + 1)...tok(m − 1) < ARG1 >
tokm...tok(m + n) < /ARG1 > tok(m + n +
1)...toko where tokk...tok(k + l)ϵ tokens of event
1 and tokm...tok(m+ n)ϵ tokens of event 2. We
feed this sequence to a sequence classifier. For
this task we have identified 14739 non causal event
pairs whereas only 1918 causal event pairs. This
number is different from the annotated causal re-
lations as we are only considering intra-sentence
causality for the sake of simplicity. We randomly
sample a subset of 1200 non causal relations to
avoid bias in the model.

The experiment can be broken down into two
model: The first one is ELECTRA based Hindi-
bert by monsoon-nlp 3. Since this model has been
trained on Hindi Language, fine tuning it on our
dataset might give favourable outcomes. We use
a Classifier head on top of this model to identify
the causality. However, this model overfits for the
Hindi translated version of Causal Time Bank and
Event StoryLine. For our dataset, we are able to
achieve an accuracy of 71.9 percent and an F1 score
of 59.3 percent.

The second experiment is run on a XLM-Roberta
(Conneau et al., 2019) which is trained on a 100
different languages. We train it with Adapter on top
and a causal LM head followed by a classification
head to get the results. We get promising results
on both our dataset as well as a hindi translated
version of the Causal News Corpus as can be seen
in Table 3. We use the HuggingFace models to
perform all experiments.

This can be further extended to identify the type
of causal relation that exists between the events but
that is out of scope for this paper.

3https://huggingface.co/monsoon-nlp/hindi-tpu-electra

https://anonymous.4open.science/r/HindiCTB-03F2
https://anonymous.4open.science/r/HindiCTB-03F2


5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the Hindi Causal Time
Bank, by annotating the Hindi TimeBank with
different causal relations and provided annotation
guidelines for the same. Currently, Hindi CTB has
news articles only. It can be used for pre-training
models for other news datasets and the causal re-
lations in our dataset can be used efficiently for
downstream tasks like summarization, question an-
swering. We suspect that this dataset might not
help models for other topics as our dataset doesn’t
provide samples for them. However, our annotation
guidelines can be used to prepare datasets for other
topics as well.

We also provided baseline results for sequence
and pair classification for this dataset. These mod-
els do need significant improvement and the results
might improve as we add more data which will help
the model learn the causal relation patterns. One
major limitation of these models is that they require
events marked in the sentences, which add another
step in the pre-processing and might reduce the
utility of the model as not every dataset has events
marked in them. In the future, we aim to create
a span detection algorithm such that there won’t
be a need to annotate a sentence with event pairs.
It would also be feasible to make an end-to-end
model which first annotates events in a sentence
and then identifies the existence of causality be-
tween them. Overall, Hindi CTB has opened a
lot of avenues for exploring causality in Indian lan-
guages and we hope that our work will inspire other
authors to develop datasets ad model pertaining to
Indian languages.
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